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SAVE ENERGY ON IRRIGATION WELLS 

 

 

   On the NPPD website their energy wise program uses the motto “Use Less, Spend Less and Do 

More”.  That theme really fits our municipal and farm irrigation wells across the area.  Whether 

you are electric, propane, diesel, natural gas, etc., do you really know the efficiency of your 

pumping plant setup?  The average pump lasts 18 years.  The old way was to run to failure.  

Today can you really afford to run to failure in the middle of July and August, plus all the wasted 

dollars in extra energy costs with an inefficient pumping plant? 

   UNL Extension can help you determine if a pumping plant efficiency test is needed.  We have a 

new APP called IrrigatePump for Apple or Android. This is a great way to document the 

efficiency of your pumping plant or if boots on the ground are needed for adjustments and/or 

repairs.   

   Nebraska Extension’s involvement in the late 70’s and early 80’s with 180 tests changed the 

way we looked at irrigation pumping plant efficiency in Nebraska.  The average pumping plant in 

the study was operating at 77% of the standard.  There were 15% of the systems that tested above 

the standard.  More recently in the 2000’s North Dakota tests found their average was 80%.  This 

doesn’t sound bad until you make the calculation that on average 25% more energy is being spent 

or (1.0/.80 = 25%).  It has been estimated in Nebraska, better matching and adjusting the pump 

and motor to current proper modern operating conditions can reduce energy costs by 40 million 

dollars a year. 

   To run the APP all you need to do is answer several simple questions:  1) How much energy 

and cost of that energy was used during the season or test period; 2) How much water was 

applied; 3) Pressure at the pump discharge; 4) Water level while the pump is operating.  The 

problem is many producers can’t answer these questions with accuracy.   

   There is an example where a producer ran the APP and it said he was 58% of the standard.  

Because of that answer he hired a person to conduct a pumping plant efficiency test to verify.  

That answer was 69.5% of the standard or potentially spending 44% more on energy while in 

operation.  Significant improvements could be made.   

   So you have a flip phone instead of a smart phone and can’t run the APP?  There is still hope 

for you! Go to this website and download the following spreadsheet on your computer:  

http://go.unl.edu/irrigationpage   So your fingers don’t fit a computer keyboard?  There is still 

hope for you!  Answer the questions in this column and bring it in to the Extension office.  The 

key is accurate records.   

   Ron Rose, Efficiency Consultant, NPPD in York (cell) 402-760-0159, said they process and 

give farmers routinely a $350 credit to conduct a professional pumping plant efficiency test.  If 

they make the suggested repairs, a typical situation will get an additional credit of 20 cents per 

Kw-hr that typically saves producers $1,500 to $2,000 the next year. For the pre-test, repairs and 

post-test he processes about 30-40 per year.  NPPD can help with USDA-REAP energy grants too 

that can pay 25% of the expense to become more energy efficient.   NPPD requires a consultant to 

do the testing for the accurate spreadsheet data of the irrigation pumping plant.  Look at: 

www.nppd.com/assets/2012incentives/irrigation/2012brochure.pdf 
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   Nathan Jacobsen, Sargent Irrigation, Geneva, (cell) 402-759-2758, conducts 400-500 tests a 

year complete with spreadsheet to take to a lender to show savings and payback if repairs are 

made.  Across the state, they conduct efficiency tests on a couple thousand a year (municipal and 

farm irrigation wells).  They have a calibrated Kw-hr meter (which is expensive). They will 

measure actual groundwater depth during the testing period, which is more accurate than original 

well record.     

   Usually bulk discounts can apply if you are flexible. Alf’s Well Drilling in Shickley, phone 

402-427-2835, can conduct pumping plant efficiency testing too.  If there are other consultants 

who cover Southeast Nebraska I apologize, no official endorsement by UNL Extension of one 

particular consultant over another is intended, but for educational purpose in this article.    

   Take advantage of the UNL Extension tools.  From there you should have the basis to know 

what wells to tackle first for boots on the ground efficiency testing and ultimately what the short 

and longer term money savings can be for your farming operation.     
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